Tell me more about

PHILOSOPHY

• I enjoy debating and reflecting on ideas, discussions and reasoned arguments.
• I like to reflect on the meaning and ethics of individual and collective action.
• I’m interested in a wide range of disciplines: history, literature, the arts, science, etc.
• I enjoy reading and writing (researching a topic, structuring and drafting an argument), and have a good grasp of the techniques of written and oral expression.
• I have enjoyed philosophy classes at secondary school.
• I have a background in literary studies, economics & social studies or science.

WHICH PROFESSIONS?

TEACHING - RESEARCH
after a bachelor’s degree in philosophy (option: philosophy) followed by a master’s in philosophy
• University lecturer
• Humanities researcher
• Head of academic mediation
• Secondary school philosophy teacher
• Primary school teacher (with a specific master’s degree)...

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
After a bachelor’s degree in philosophy (option: philosophy & sociology) followed by a master’s in social development
• Head of social analysis and development
• Head of socio-economic research
• Urban development consultant
• Director of a social facility
• Head of a socio-educational/socio-cultural facility...

CULTURE
• Management assistant in a public cultural affairs dept.
• Head of cultural projects ...

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
• Administrator, research engineer, assistant, copywriter (many possible sectors, e.g. general administration, events, healthcare/social facility management) ...

DOCUMENTATION - COMMUNICATION
• Archivist
• Librarian
• Head of communication
• Curator
• Documentalist
• Publisher
• Journalist...

Most of the professions listed require master’s level qualifications, but some of them can be accessed after 2 or 3 years’ higher education.

To find out more about the career opportunities available to graduates, consult the list of professions compiled by ODIF (Observatoire de la Direction des Formations), part of the University of Lille.

https://odif.univ-lille.fr/
UNIVERSITY OF LILLE
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POST-SECONDARY COURSES AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LILLE

3-YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREES

Theoretical grounding to prepare for further study up to master’s level and/or civil service examinations.

DEGREE PHILOSOPHY

OPTION PHILOSOPHY
Course covering the latest philosophical concerns in the following areas:
- Moral and political philosophy
- The State, violence, individualism, identity, love, etc.
- History and philosophy of science
- Technology, rationality, truth and certainty, etc.
- Aesthetics
- Art theory, art and life, imitation, art and history, etc.
- Logic
- Argumentation techniques

DEGREE PHILOSOPHY

OPTION PHILOSOPHY & SOCIOLOGY
Cross disciplinary course combining the methods of enquiry and key themes of sociology:
- History of sociology
- Durkheim, Weber, Bourdieu
- Urban sociology
- Housing estates and ghettos, segregation, American cities, social diversity
- Sociology of inequality
- Vulnerability, exclusion, social mobility, social classes
- Sociology of age groups
- Life stages, youth, old age, intergenerational relationships
- Sociology of healthcare
- Illness, medical treatment, public health, prevention
- Sociology of human migration
- Migration policy, ethnicity, racism, culture
- Politics, art, science, etc.

DEGREE HUMANITIES

An opportunity to study modern literature, history and philosophy, as well as the arts, linguistics, and ancient literature and culture. You will also be studying one modern and one ancient language.

EXAM PREPARATION

PREPARATION FOR INSTITUTS D’ÉTUDES POLITIQUES
Selective admission
1-year course (selective admission for school leavers graduating in the same year). Prepares students to sit the entrance examination for 1st-year admission to one of the seven Instituts d’Études Politiques outside Paris, while also completing the equivalent of year 1 of a degree in History, Literary studies (modern literature option) or Philosophy.

AFTER 2 YEARS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Whatever your background, you have the option of completing professional training. This course lasts one year and allows you to specialise, obtain a dual qualification or enter the job market after 3 years in higher education. This professional diploma is designed to lead immediately to employment.

AFTER A BACHELOR’S DEGREE

You can continue your studies to master’s level (5 years in higher education) in fields such as teaching, research, copywriting, publishing, communication, journalism, culture or documentation. You can also sit civil service examinations (regional authorities, librarian, etc.) or the entrance examinations for specialist schools: journalism(having chosen the ESJ Lille option), Institut d’Études Politiques (parallel admission).

The information here is valid for the reference year 2018-2019. The academic programmes at ULille are subject to change in September 2020.
More info: consult the catalogue of courses at https://www.univ-lille.fr/formations or contact SUAIOD

Find out about the requirements and terms of access for each course at: www.parcoursup.fr

Main campuses:
A Campus Cité scientifique (V. D'Ascq)
B Campus Moulins-Ronchin
C Campus Pont-de-Bois (V. D'Ascq)
D Campus Roubaix-Tourcoing
E Campus Santé (Lille ; Loos)
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